Mechanistic evaluation of substrate inhibition kinetics observed from aldehyde oxidase-catalyzed reactions.
While most enzyme-catalyzed reactions are adequately described by Michaelis-Menten kinetics, Aldehyde Oxidase (AOX) metabolism might exhibit atypical kinetics due to possible substrate inhibition. Ignoring this phenomenon may lead to erroneous estimates of kinetic parameters and over simplification of the enzyme mechanism. In this study, in vitro metabolism data for 3 AOX substrates exhibiting varying degrees of substrate inhibition were analyzed with the following kinetic models: A) Michaelis-Menten (naïve) model; B) Substrate inhibition (empirical) model; and C) Twobinding site (mechanistic) model. The application of this mechanistic model is a novel interpretation for kinetic analysis of AOX metabolism whereby substrate can presumably bind to two enzymes' active site(s). Unlike the other models, this mechanistic model quantitatively captures the degree of substrate inhibition observed. Analysis by this model showed: A) All tested substrates have simultaneous access to the metabolic and inhibitory site of the enzyme with Ks (binding affinity for inhibitory site) greater (1.3- to 28-fold) than Km (binding affinity for metabolic site); B) Dissociation constants for binding of a second substrate in either the productive and nonproductive enzyme conformations decreased with factor α ranging from 2.58 to 15.6 between compounds; and C) In addition, a drastic decrease (from 64%-98%) in the metabolism rates between compounds was exhibited by factor β (ranging from 0.02-0.36). Overall, the mechanistic two-binding site model best fitted the experimental data. Moreover, the observed differences between kinetic parameters generated by these models highlight the importance of appropriate model selection to adequately fit the substrate inhibition kinetics of AOX metabolism.